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Welcome to the presentation, Security 101 for Sales.This presentation will help you understand the changing security landscape so you can deliver the solutions your customers want.Let’s get started.



• Introduction – The Evolution of Security 
• Security 101 – Getting up to Speed
• Security Concerns Fueling Rapid Market Growth
• Starting The Security Conversation
• Summary – Become the Trusted Security Advisor

Agenda
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Presentation Notes
In this presentation, we’ll cover key areas to provide some background about how the industry has evolved—and what that means for sales opportunities.Next, we’ll get up to speed and learn about new approaches to security and why they are important to customers. For example, mobile, cloud and Internet of Things are really shaking up the security market and creating the need for many different products. We’ll also take a look at security  terms you should be familiar with and give you some tips for starting security conversations that will help make you a trusted security advisor to your customers.



Security has rapidly evolved 
• Gone are the days…
• Cybercriminals attacking businesses on multiple fronts
• Once the domain of IT
• Now concerns the whole business
• Gaps in corporate security due to mobile and cloud

The Evolution of Security
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Have you noticed that just about everyone is talking about security these days? It seems like there’s something in the news about security on a daily basis—from high profile data breaches at major companies to exotic ransomware schemes, there’s always a new security issue on the horizon.That’s because security today is different than it has been in the past. Security was once the domain of the IT department. Today security is a concern for the whole business from the top down, and it’s easy to see why.  Cybercriminals are attacking businesses at an unprecedented rate. Their motivation is money – stolen company data is traded on Internet-based black markets and even encrypted to extort ransoms from desperate business owners. At the same time, the explosion of mobile and cloud means that company data is carried everywhere with employees and stored in data centers outside the direct control of the company. 



Explosive Growth in Security Opportunities
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So what does this mean for security opportunities?  Changes in corporate security have led to increased growth. IT security spending is growing rapidly and Security spending to exceed $45 billion/yr by 2019 with a 7% CAGR.  These changes have led to explosive growth in the security marketplace.Companies are making investments to ensure they don’t end up in the next headline story about a major data breach. In fact, IT security spending is expected to grow about twice as much as the overall IT market for the next several years.  This means growth opportunities for solution providers—and more sales for you. If you want to capitalize on these opportunities, drive revenue growth, and deliver the right solutions, you need to understand some key security concepts and learn how to think and talk about security at all levels of a business.



Security 101 – Getting up to Speed



Security used to be about tools:

• Antivirus software secured laptops and desktops

• Firewalls secured the perimeter

• Content filtering tools protected against email 

attacks and malicious websites

New approach to security requires a 
change in thinking.

Getting up to Speed
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For many years, the security conversation was all about tools and technologies: antivirus software secured laptops and desktops, firewalls secured the perimeter, and content filtering tools protected against email attacks and malicious websites. These tools are still used, but the new approach to security requires a change in thinking that goes beyond these tools to protect sensitive data from more sophisticated cyber attacks.



When engaging a customer, ask yourself:

• What’s valuable to cybercriminals? 

• How would hacker or insider exploit the 

company?

• How to protect against these actions? 

New Security Thinking
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To protect a business in this new environment, you have to think like a thief. Before you speak with a customer, ask yourself:What does this business do, or what does this business have that’s valuable to cybercriminals? Customer data like social security or credit card numbers? Intellectual property? How would you steal or exploit it if you were a hacker from the outside or a malicious insider looking to turn a profit or wreak havoc?How would you protect against those actions?These simple questions can get you on the path to understanding the customer’s unique security challenges, so you can propose the best solution.



1. Physical security – Prevent unauthorized 
access to facilities.

2. Network security – Protect the network 
from perimeter to endpoints.

3. Data security – Protect the data stored on 
the network. 

4. User security – Ensure access only by 
authorized users. 

Four Aspects of Security
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Now we’re going to dig down and look at the four main aspects of today’s security landscape—from protecting actual business facilities to keeping the network, data and users safe from attacks.1. Let’s start with physical security that is designed to prevent unauthorized access to building sites, data centers, warehouses, offices, and utilities like electrical, telecom, water and alarm panels. To keep these facilities protected, companies use gates, identity cards, surveillance systems, security personnel, swipe cards and biometric identification.2. Next, network security protects the network itself—from the perimeter to the switching and routing infrastructure and to the endpoints. Companies use firewalls to protect the network perimeter from outside attackers, antivirus system helps protect endpoints connected to the network and prevent them from compromising the network, and intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDS and IPS) that analyze network traffic and send alerts if they detect suspicious activity.3. The third aspect of security is protecting the data stored on the network – databases, documents, email and other files. Companies use several tactics to protect their data. For example, companies encrypt their data so it can’t be used by cyber criminals. They also use a comprehensive backup, continuity and disaster recovery (BC/DR) solution to recover data in the event of a disaster, and data loss prevention (DLP), which protects data from being accidentally or intentionally shared outside the organization.4. And last but not least, user security requires authentication and authorization to help ensure that data and network resources are accessed only by authorized users. With centralized authentication and authorization, companies can manage user access, and use role-based security to make sure that users can only access the data appropriate to their role in the organization. 



Protecting Information: The CIA Triad

Security Model

Availability Integrity

Confidentiality
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We’ve seen the four aspects of security, let’s look closer at data security.The center of the screen represents data that we want to secure.<click> The diagram above was not created by the Central Intelligence Agency. In fact, the CIA  (also called the ICA or AIC) Triad is a well-known model for security policy development that stands for confidentiality, integrity and availability.Confidentiality is all about protecting information from unauthorized access.Next is integrity, and this refers to protecting the consistency and accuracy of the data against tampering. In other words, you want to prevent unauthorized users from modifying or deleting data.The last part of the CIA Triad is availability. This refers to keeping data available to users, even in the event of a catastrophe.  To provide true security, it demands a balancing act between the three aspects.There are individual security solutions that address some or all aspects of the Triad. But an organization-wide approach to security will balance all the aspects of the Triad to ensure your customers critical data and systems are always protected. 



To stop attacks, security technology has 
three primary goals: 

1. Prevent attackers from getting into the 
network

2. Prevent access to company data
3. Prevent the exfiltration of the data

Primary Goals

Data

Prevent 
attackers 

from 
getting in

If in, then 
protect 
data

If in, then 
data is 
taken, 

then block 
exfiltration
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Business information is at the center of the CIA Triad. And that’s because data is the heart of today’s businesses. The ultimate goal of cybercriminals is to get to that data and copy it off the network, earning a profit for their efforts. To stop malicious attackers both inside and outside an organization, security technology has three primary goals.First, stop attackers at the perimeter, before they get into the network.If attackers do get into the perimeter of the network, prevent them from gaining access to company data.If attackers are able to gain access to data, don’t let them leave with it.If a security solution can accomplish all three goals, it’s going to keep attackers from achieving their goal, and keep important data protected from further attacks.



Hackers that compromise endpoints can silently perform illegal activities.

Examples: 
• Send spam emails
• Perform denial of service attacks on other targets
• Host illegal content 
• Black market rental of “zombie” PCs

You may never know your computers are exploited

Threats Beyond Data
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The importance of securing company data is huge. History has shown that data breaches can be costly in terms of lost revenue and brand reputation.Most cybercriminals today are focused on stealing company data, and data theft is driving companies to make investments in security across the board. But protecting company data isn’t enough on its own. Hackers that compromise endpoints can use those systems to perform illegal activities.  They can use a company’s systems to send spam emails, perform denial of service attacks on other targets, or host illegal content – and leave the business exposed to risk. There’s a growing black market that rents these “zombie” PCs to cyber criminals, and businesses often never know their computers are being exploited in this way.



It pays to learn key terms and definitions.

• Endpoint – End-user device like a desktop, laptop, phone, tablet, or other 
mobile device.

• Perimeter – Edge of the business network, where the corporate 
infrastructure joins the ISP network. 

• Intrusion Detection and Prevention (IDP) – Analyzes network activity and 
look for signs of threats. 

Talking the Talk
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IT security is growing discipline with new approaches and solutions constantly being developed. It’s impossible to know it all – and you don’t have to. Here are a few key terms and definitions that you’ll find useful in security conversations with colleagues and customers.Endpoint – An end-user device like a desktop, laptop, phone, tablet, or other mobile device. Endpoint security may include anti-virus/antimalware software, encryption of the data on the device, and mobile device management (MDM) tools to ensure that devices have passcodes.Perimeter – The perimeter is the edge of the business network, where the corporate network joins the ISP network. Perimeter protection includes firewalls, VPN appliances, unified threat management (UTM) products, and intrusion detection and prevention (IDP) products.Intrusion Detection and Prevention (IDP) – IDP products analyze network activity and look for signs of threats or anomalous activities and take action to prevent attacks and alert administrators of suspicious activity.



• Unified Threat Management (UTM) – Includes firewall, IDP, and antivirus in 
a single device.

• Security Intelligence and Event Management (SIEM) – Aggregate, 
analyze, monitor and identify threats. 

• Vulnerability Assessment – Analyzes the network for known critical 
vulnerabilities.

• Hacker – Someone who takes advantage of network vulnerabilities.

Talking the Talk
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Here are some more terms to add to your security vocabulary: Unified Threat Management (UTM) devices combine many security features and often include a firewall, IDP, and antivirus features in a single device.Security Intelligence and Event Management (SIEM) products aggregate and analyze log data from a number of sources to monitor and identify threats across the network to make network activity easier to interpret, take action and report on.Vulnerability assessments are required to comply with a growing number of regulations. Vulnerability assessments analyze the network from the outside and/or inside for known critical vulnerabilities like unpatched systems and open ports on systems.A hacker is anyone who takes advantage of computer or network vulnerabilities. Hackers are typically cybercriminals motivated by profit.



Security Concerns Fueling Rapid 
Market Growth



Mobile, cloud, and Internet of Things (IoT) 
are moving company data outside the data 
center.

• Explosive growth in the number and type of 
endpoints and devices to protect

• Security now encompasses many different 
products

Security Concerns Fueling Rapid Market Growth
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Why is the security market growing so fast?Two reasons: Changes in the threat landscape and a new business-level awareness of security – and there’s no sign that this growth will slow anytime soon.The adoption of mobile, cloud, and the Internet of Things (IoT) have moved company data outside the perimeter of the traditional data center and are driving explosive growth in the number and type of endpoints and devices that must be protected. And the security market has grown with products and solutions to keep protect these new endpoints and devices.



Security Needs Many Different Products

Web Server 
Security Applications Endpoint Mobile Security 

Intelligence
• Web App Firewall
• Web Security
• WebInspect DAST

• Application Scanning
• Source Code Analysis
• Application Security

• AntiMalware
• AntiVirus
• AntiSpyware

• Management
• Patch Management
• Zero Day Threat 

Detection and 
Prevention

• Enterprise Mobility 
Management

• AntiMalware
• AntiVirus
• AntiSpyware

• Encryption
• Mobile Application 

Scanning

• Log Management
• SIEM
• Advanced Analytics
• GRC
• Threat Intelligence

Perimeter & 
UTM Data Identity & 

Access
Advanced 

Fraud
• Gateway 

Firewall/UTM
• Email 

Security/Gateway
• IPS/IDS/IDP
• URL Filtering/Web 

Gateway
• VPN Concentrator
• Sandboxing and APT 

Protection
• Penetration Testing
• Professional 

Assessment
• DoS and DDoS

• Encryption
• Backup and Restore
• Device control
• Database Activity 

Monitoring
• Data Loss 

Prevention 
• Data and Discovery 

Classification

• Directory 
Management

• User Provisioning
• lifecycle 

management
• MultiFactor 

Authentication
• NAC
• Access Management

• Customer Fraud
• Criminal Fraud
• Mobile Fraud
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Here’s an overview of available security products, from IDC's Security Products Functional Markets, 2016.As you can see from this chart, there is no shortage of security products to sell. From Identity and Access Management (IAM) to Security and Vulnerability Management (SVM) and encryption toolkits, there’s a product to protect against every new threat.  



Organizations need expert guidance.

• Time to learn about security

• Become the trusted advisor 

• Providing value that competitors can’t match

With $billions at stake, it pays to 
understand today’s threat landscape.

What Does This Mean for Security Providers?
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We’ve talked about new threats and approaches to security, but what does it all mean for today’s security providers?Your customers are not in the security business, so they need your help. Organizations can’t protect their data on their own. They need expert guidance to secure their data and mitigate risk – and they’re turning to their IT solution providers for that guidance. To deliver the advice your customers need, you need to learn about a broad range of security topics to meet customer needs across the whole organization. By understanding the security landscape, you can offer solutions to specific problems and become their trusted security advisor. As a trusted advisor, you provide value that competitors can’t match. And there’s no shortage of opportunities for solution providers who make the investment in security education. With billions at stake by 2018, solution providers looking for growth opportunities can find them by understanding today’s threat landscape.



Every business has a place in today’s threat 
landscape.

• Hackers eager to sell stolen information

• Easy for cybercriminals to commit acts of 
espionage

• Most businesses are unprepared

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
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Let’s take a look at today’s threat landscape and how it affects every business – from an independent contractor to the largest global organization. First, hackers can’t wait to sell stolen data, and it’s easy for them to do it.Underground markets trade in all kinds of information. These black markets make it easy cybercriminals to commit fraud, hide their participation in illegal activity, extort and blackmail victims and commit acts of espionage. And because most businesses are unprepared, their attacks continue to pay off.



Mobile Devices
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For Example…[read]As we can see, Endpoint and Mobile security solutions are crucial.(add more notes when slide put in context)



The move to the cloud poses new security challenges.

• Public and hybrid clouds put data in someone else’s hands 
• Is data safe at a cloud datacenter? 
• Are cloud providers protecting business data? 

Cloud Presents New Threats
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Advances in technology have also created new threats. The move to cloud computing makes it easy for companies to scale their business without growing their own data centers, but the cloud also poses entirely new security challenges. For example, when organizations use public and hybrid cloud strategies, they put business data in someone else’s hands and open the door to new risks.How do they secure business-critical data, when it lives on an infrastructure at a cloud data center? And how do you ensure that cloud providers themselves are protecting business data? These are questions facing many businesses.



The Anatomy of an Attack

Internal 
Recon

Move 
Laterally

Persist 
and 

Action
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To understand where and how attacks are prevented, you need to understand the stages of a cyber attack.Here is the anatomy of an attack:Recon- Research is done to acquire target organization.  Social, IP sweep, port scan, network. Vulnerabilities are found.Weaponization-  Create Malware.  Combine the exploit tool with the method.Delivery-  Phishing email, website drive-by, SQL injection script.Exploitation-  Malware exploits vulnerabilities.  Infected word doc or pdf opened.  Java script exploited in browser, sql injection.Installation-  operations of malware.  Registry keys changed, privilege escalated, etc.C&C-  Attacker control of system, malware infected system reaches out for instructions.Action-  Search the target, gather info, destroy, encrypt for ransom, exfiltration.Then a cycle begins-Slow and low, the malware does internal recon and moves laterally to other systems, persists on that system, calls back and performs action, then the process continues.How long is an attack going on before it’s discovered?  Hours?  Days?  Weeks?  Months?  ?  Reports show that the median time to discovery of an attack is 146 days.REAL LIFE EXAMPLE



Using solutions outside the control and 
governance of IT.

• Lacks the security controls of IT-managed 
systems

• Puts company data at higher than normal 
risk

• No less dangerous than repelling attacks

Shadow IT
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Another new security risk is shadow IT. Shadow IT refers to people, groups, or departments in a company implementing an IT solution outside the control and governance of the IT department. These shadow IT systems often lack the security controls of IT-managed systems, and put company information at an even higher than normal risk. Because they raise the risk of attack, solving shadow IT is just as important as stopping attacks from outside the company.



States how a company plans to protect 
physical and IT assets. 

• Continuously updated as technology and 
employee requirements change 

• Educates employees about protecting 
company assets

• Shows how security measurements will be 
enforced

• Includes procedures for evaluating 
effectiveness of security policy

What Is A Corporate Security Policy?
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Another term you should be familiar with is a corporate security policy.A corporate security policy states how a company plans to protect the its physical and information technology (IT) assets. A security policy is often considered to be a "living document," meaning that it’s never finished, but is continuously updated as technology and employee requirements change. A company's security policy typically includes a few things:A description of how the company plans to educate its employees about protecting the company's assets.An explanation of how security measurements will be carried out and enforced.And a procedure for evaluating the effectiveness of the security policy to make sure necessary corrections will be made.As you start security conversations with customers, take the time to learn these and other key security concepts and how they apply to the customer’s business needs.



Starting Security Conversations
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Are you ready to begin a security conversation with customers? Here are some tips for getting started, beginning with the people you should talk to.



Each role has a unique perspective on security.

• CxOs (CEO, CIO, CISO) 

• IT Director/Manager 

• IT technicians and service team 

• Influencers outside the IT structure 

Starting Security Conversations
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The first step in starting the security conversation is asking questions and listening carefully to the customer’s business concerns.Most customers are interested in solutions to secure their entire business, but each person in the organization will have their own unique perspective on what security means to them. It’s important to take the time to listen to concerns up and down the company—from C-level to IT technicians and influencers outside the IT team.CEOs, CIOs and CISOs are all concerned with the overall health and reputation of the firm, as well as risks to the business. IT directors and managers are responsible for doing the work that protects company data. They’re also concerned with risk, bit even more concerned about a security solution’s impact on users and workflow. Although they’re not decision makers, IT staff will have the most day-to-day interaction with a security solution. They assist users, generate reports, investigate incidents and performing remediation. In their role, IT staff can influence solution selections based on their experience and feelings about a security solution.In some cases, companies may also have influencers outside the IT structure. For example, some organizations now have a security and privacy officer, responsible for security policies and procedures across the organization, including HR, sales and operations. To gain a complete view of a company’s security concerns, it’s important to engage with key people across the organization.



Don’t engage with early-stage product discussions. Ask about:

• Business goals for security – Learning what the business expects from a 
comprehensive security solution 

• Compliance and regulatory concerns –Ensure the business meets 
compliance requirements

• Data storage and access -- Understanding type of data the company 
stores, where they store it, and how users access it.

• Current state – Learn how they protect their IT assets, including endpoints, 
perimeter and mobile devices

Ask – Then Listen
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Whether you’re talking to a companies CIO or IT technician, it pays to ask intelligent, open-ended questions and listen carefully to their concerns.Businesses want a solution provider they can trust to deliver security solutions across the business—and that trust begins by listening to them. Becoming that trusted advisor requires a change in how you approach customers. Rather than talking about products or solutions during the early stage of discussions, you should talk about their security goals, concerns, and how they’re handling security today.For example, learning what the business expects from a comprehensive security solution puts you in the position to design a solution that meets those goals.Part of designing the right security solution requires knowledge about regulations the business must comply with. From HIPAA for healthcare to Sarbanes-Oxley for financial firms, there are a wide range of state and federal regulatory requirements for many industries. Your solution will not only have to meet the business goals, but it must also meet the company’s compliance requirements.There’s much more to security than data storage and access, but understanding what type of data the company stores, where they store it, and how authorized users access that data is important to a Data Loss Prevention (DLP) solution. Finally, find out what the company is doing today. What tools they use, how they protect their endpoints, perimeter and mobile devices can give you insight into where they need to go to improve their security posture.  



Don’t worry about knowing it all up front. 

• Take what you learn from interviews and use it to dive deeper, do research 
and ask follow up questions

• Security is an ongoing process, not an end state

• Engage with the business on their needs, and uncover sales opportunities

Learn As You Go
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We’ve covered a lot in this presentation, but don’t worry about knowing it all up front. Take what you learn from your interviews with business stakeholders and use it to dive deeper, do research and ask follow up questions to learn more and establish relationships within the organization. Remember: Security is a process, not an end state, and a comprehensive security approach will evolve along with the business. The more you engage with the customer about their needs, the better you’ll be able to meet their goals, be the trusted advisor and uncover additional sales opportunities.



• Security offers a wealth of opportunities to grow revenue and strengthen 
customer relationships 

• Businesses are making larger security investments to protect their critical 
corporate data

• Solution providers willing to invest in security education will reap the rewards 
and grow with the security marketplace 

Become the Trusted Security Advisor
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So what does it all mean?For starters, security offers solution providers many opportunities to increase their revenue and help customers meet their business goals. And with increasing threats to their valuable data, companies are eager to make security investments.  We believe that by investing in security education and taking a business-centric approach to security, security providers can reap the rewards and grow with the security marketplace. By knowing the right information and asking the right kinds of security questions, your organization can become that trusted security advisor. 



Visit the Knowledge Network for more information and to engage with our 
Security Solutions team

Thank You!
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Thank you for your time today.  For more information access the Knowledge Network for more information and to engage with our Security Solutions team. 
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